
Gülermak provides construcon and contracng 

services all over the globe.  As regards to any 

personal data acquired due to operaons, Gülermak 

performs procedures for the acquirement, 

recording, storing, preservaon, changing, 

rearrangement, disclosing, transfer, acceptance, 

accessibility, classificaon or prevenon acvies 

under under Personal Data Processing and Protecon 

Policy (“the Policy”).

General Policy

As per the general policy concerning the processing 

and protecon of personal data, Gülermak:

    Requests only necessary data from Natural 
Persons, collected solely with their consent, in 
compliance with the local regulaon and due to 
legal liabilies, for processing and/or for a specific 
designated purpose, with the condion to take all 
measures for the confidenality of such data.

IInforms Natural Persons about the type and purpose 
of data request, the mode and purposes and me of 
recording and preservaon, and possible transferees 
and the rights of Natural Persons.

Raise the Raise the awareness of its employees as regards to 
processed data, restricons to access the personal 
data of others according to their dues, and includes 

Gülermak keeps acquired personal data only as long 

as permied by the law or it is necessary to 

preserve/store personal data by any means, and 

deletes, effaces or anonymizes all personal data 

according to the regulaon when they are not 

necessary.

Gülermak has also eGülermak has also established all necessary rules so 

as to enable natural persons to execute their legal 

rights as regards to their processed personal data.

Fundamental Principles

As regards to processed personal data, Gülermak 

shows utmost aenon to:

1.  Compliance with law and good faith;

2.2.  Accuracy and actuality when necessary;

3.  Processing for designated, clear and legal    

purposes;

4.  Processing to be limited, measured and 

associated with the purpose;

5.5.  Preservaon as long as permied by regulaons 

and unl terminaon of designated me required by 

the purpose.

PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING 
AND PROTECTION POLICY



Gülermak takes all necessary administrave and 
technical measures in order to ensure processing in 
conformance with the foregoing.

The Measures Taken for the Protecon 
of Personal Data

Gülermak undertakes the responsibility of 
administraon and technical measures for:

TTraining all employees and increasing awareness 
about personal data protecon;

Determining personal data security policies and 
procedures;

Invesgang risks and acng on migaon measures 
on threats;

Liming the use of peLiming the use of personal data, including the 
period of keeping the data;

Monitoring the security of stored personal data and 
protecng the same.
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